Loresho Greens
Apartments

Stylish

2&3 Bedroom Apartments
Minutes from

Westlands

Shopping Centre

Gitere Kahura Investment

Living

Urban

The loresho greens apartments are much more than bricks and
concrete. Our aim is to provide you a wide choice of outstanding
finishing home with style and characters backed by top levels service
that you always expect from the apartments. Once you made up your
mind, you will step into a new world of quality and style.
The project is developed by Gitere Kahura Investments in collaboration with world class construction team to achieve multifunctional
residential apartment.
It is located in Loresho, off Waiyaki way. To the north lies the glorious
romance and serenity of Loresho greenary, it also the most beautiful
neighborhood in Nairobi. To the South is Waiyaki way, to provide you
convenience transportation to reach to any destination within shortest
time.
The whole concept design adopt Nordic style. The apartment facade
uses top quality materials to present classicism and minimalism.
The apartments have been designed into 15 blocks with wide clearance and scientific angles to maximise light permeability throughout
each apartment.
The design ensures breathtaking view from every internal space,
without having to compromise on privacy.
The most attractive point is you only need to step out the compound,
then you can practice or exercise at a world class golf club.
A further enhancement to easy life of Loresho greens, a superior range
of leisure. The leisure f acilities include 25m swimming pool, a fully
equipped gym, central gas supply and a Borehole, Two Back Up
Generators, Access Control System, Surveillance Cameras so as to
provide convenience and safety in life.
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Nordic style

3 Apartment layout

120 units of 3 bedroom with DSQ

2 Apartment layout

30 units of 2 bedroom

Site plan

The construction of the 150 units has already commenced from the month of July 2013 for the next 18
months and a show house will be ready in the next 6 months.
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Location Map

Kabate Vet Lab
Golf course

Selling Agents
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Maina Mukoma
&
Company Advocates

Contact us on:
P.o. Box 463 - 00621, Village Market, Nairobi
Tel: 0729 899 309, 0722 431 281, 0722 361 226 or 0722 860 456
Email: sales@giterekahurainvestment.com or
Email: mainamukoma@gmail.com
Gitere Kahura investment for themselves and for the vendor of this property whose agents they are,
give notice that these particulars do not constitute any part of an offer or a contract nor are these guranteed to be accurate under any circumstances.

